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How Do We

K n o w S o m e t h i n g Is T r u e ?

HOW DO WE
KNOW SOMETHING
IS TRUE?
Jeremy Borovitz

The truth is not stagnant, but rather
another field of battle

In a world of fake news and social media and opinions as facts and facts
as opinions, it’s hard for me to know anymore where truth lies. I see something on Twitter that enrages me or on Facebook that terrifies me and I
can’t tell if it is a concoction of collective fear-mongering or a terrifying
reality that has swiftly descended. The stakes are high, and they always
have been.
The 15th chapter of Yevamot approaches uncertainty from a painful and
misogynistic perspective: Can we believe women? A question that feels
laughably offensive in the age of #metoo, one that assumes that women
cannot be trusted and that their eyewitness testimony is clouded by the
unverifiable nature of their own word.
And at the same time, the chapter touches upon another level of our uncertainty, its opening salvo concerned with the lack of ability to believe people in times of war. As artillery explodes a few thousand kilometers to the
East while we sit comfortably in our Batei Midrash in Berlin and Amsterdam and Barcelona, the reality of uncertainty feels more real. In Perm and
Poltava they are reading radically different versions of the events in Mariupol and Bucha and Berdyansk, and I love Ukraine and pray for victory and I also know that President Zelensky’s statements are also imbued
with PR and propaganda. The truth is not stagnant, but rather another
field of battle. If we want our truth to reign supreme, we must fight for it
with everything we have.
As Yevamot enters its 16th chapter we are given another level of uncer-
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H o w D o W e K n o w S o m e t h i n g Is T r u e ?

tainty: How do I know that the man I saw die was really my
husband? In a world without DNA, without dental records,
how can we be sure that someone who died is really dead?
And even if we know—do we accept the truth?
Many years ago, when someone close to me was working in the
World Trade Center on the 11th of September, it took weeks
before I finally gave up hope that she would be found alive.
Miracles can happen, I thought. God can do this, I prayed. And
three months later, when her body was found in the rubble,
and a funeral was finally held, the acceptance was irrefutable.
Until we know, can we really know?
There are the truths we must fight for, and the truths we can’t
always accept. Our tradition can sometimes offend us, and at
the same time it still belongs to us and is a part of us. I cannot
disown the Rabbis of the Talmud any more than I can disown
my direct ancestors. They are a part of me, even if it hurts.
And while accepting these truths of the complicated and layered nature of our tradition, we also must fight for the truths
we pursue today. You don’t believe me? Then I’ll find more
witnesses, more proof, until you are forced by your own rules
to see in our texts what I see, to feel in our rituals what I feel.
Haredim do not have a monopoly on Torah, the Orthodox
do not own the Talmud. We will stake our claim and demand
that the voices of the singular widowed women be heard and
believed.
Perek 16 ends in the most wonderful way, with a quote that
appears at the ending to quite a few chapters of Talmud: Rabbi
Elazar said that Rabbi Ḥanina said: Torah scholars increase
peace in the world, as it is stated: “And all your children
shall be taught of the Lord, and great shall be the peace of
your children” (Isaiah 54:13).
When we learn Torah we increase peace in the world. When
we learn Torah we insert our own voices into the conversation, because Ze Kollel, this too is included as a part of the
ongoing commentary of who we are.
Ze Kollel—you are included. So join us as we pursue truth, as
we fight for truth, as we accept hard truths, and as we do so,
may we increase peace in the world.
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THE ACT OF
WITNESSING
Ye v a m o t c h a p t e r s 1 5 - 1 6 o n t e s t i m o n i e s o f
someone’s death

Hannah Sedletsky
In this portion of tractate Yevamot we are presented
with a discussion on identification of the validity of
testimonies on one’s death during the war. The sages
do not fail to introduce misogyny into an already painful subject, yet the present commentary intends to go
beyond the problematic aspect of the tractate and to
focus on the stark topicality of the issue at hand.
The question is: how trustworthy is one’s testimony
about war and its casualties if you are an indirect witness dissecting pieces of information in a load of propaganda and deception?
To this day the living witnesses of the Soviet Union
have conflicting testimonies on whether Stalin was a
victim or a perpetrator, whether their neighbours taken
by the secret service under the cover of the night have
died or just disappeared, and what happened to those
who migrated in the 70s to Israel and the USA – whether
they ended up as victims of the western capitalism or
thrived in freedom.
Somewhat similarly, we are presented with the ein
sof of uncertainty when trying to talk to the DPR and
LPR population and modern-day Russians who directly inherited the Soviet tendency to turn a blind eye to
the most unequivocal corruption of society. Seemingly
direct witnesses of the regime brutalities and war present different convictions of what truly is happening
today in Ukraine. This is partially due to the spectacle
thrown by the authoritarian government, pretending
that very few people have died, and no civilian areas
were targeted. The polarity in opinions is even graver
due to the spread of propaganda and manipulations in
the informational ether. Many also abstain from judgement and claim there is no possibility to know anything for what it truly is. Yet, in the true rabbinic tradition, the option of claiming impossibility of knowing is
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eliminated, and despite the throbbing pain
of dissecting between the facts and deception, the deep seeded desire to be humane
and to know prevails. Whose testimonies
should be regarded as valid? Do we believe
the official authorities? Did the young soldiers whose mothers have not heard from
for months die?
The sages in the tractate discuss different
categories of people who should not be
believed in their testimonies on someone’s
death. Most commonly, those who might
haveahiddenagendaarenotbelieved,moreover, an outsider who intentionally claims
someone’s death is also not believed. In the
context of the war, the Russian authorities
who have an agenda of concealing the real
casualties cannot be trusted in announcing
the numbers of the fallen soldiers. Likewise,
thepro-statemediaoutletsandRussian-employed mercenaries who are both outsiders
and have an obvious agenda, have no say in
claiming anything about the war.
But can people who were witnesses of the
regime and its evil capabilities testify to the
fact that not only everything coming out of
the mouths of its representatives is false, but
also that all the vile things they are reported
to have done are true? Since these witnesses
do not intend to make an official judicial testimony and they are numerous in their conviction, we believe them, as sages teach us.
Can the mothers whose hearts are uneasy be

believed that their sons have perished in a
morally bankrupt war? As it stated in Mishnah Yevamot 15:1, if there is a war which
multiple people claim it to be true and the
person in question has not been in contact
for a long time, then yes, this 19-year-old is
most likely dead.
According to the sages, an important indication of identifying the truth behind
someone’s death would be distinguishing
marks. Would a testimony by a Bucha nail
tech about recognizing a manicure on one
of the corpses in the horrific pictures be a
valid testimony with appeal to distinguishing marks? Most likely, yes, from a rabbinic
perspective.
In almost all of the instances of the rabbis
acceptinganddisqualifyingthewitnesstestimonies in the tractate, Russian authorities
lose to the attentive halachic observations.
The mind-boggling notion of millions of
people not believing their own relatives, or
any independent media about the atrocities
of war and dissipation of the authoritarian
egomaniac is the new reality for us. Whether
we apply the rabbinic judicial mechanisms
to analyse and reflect, or simple principles
of humanity and observation, it is absolutely vital to know the truth and to prevent the
spread of the horrifying tendencies in the
world, that we have not paid enough attention to as of yet.

But can people who were witnesses of the
regime and its evil capabilities testify to the
fact that not only everything coming out of
the mouths of its representatives is false, but
also that all the vile things they are reported to
have done are true?
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A D ash o f D e u t e r o n o m y

A DASH OF
DEUTERONOMY
Deborah Cohen
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H e a r My V o i c e , Th e V o i c e o f a W o m a n

HEAR MY VOICE, THE
VOICE OF A WOMAN
Ari Wolf
Here I am - in the midst of talmud, the midst of myself. Surrounded by words, opinions storms, clouds, colors.
I have for too long felt unworthy of my own opinion, yet, are we not all entitled to our own
interpretation? Am I not allowed to stray from the text like the rabbis that strayed years
ago? Coming back around full circle, or orbiting into a completely different universe?
There will be no consensus, and that is the point. Perhaps.
These texts rip at my soul, rip at my traumas, rip at my identity. They unbury the pain that
has seeped so deep inside me, leaving me no choice but to scream.
I scream for freedom. I scream for openness. I scream for a better day, yet to come.
***
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A thousand years gone, a thousand years yet
to come, and what shall be? What shall we
expect? No change? No further discourse?
I am little interested in the semantics and rhetoric of the rabbis’ arguments in the
talmud. My mind doesn’t care about the intricacies of argument, the complexities
of speech. My mind cares about understandings of perspectives, understandings
of identities, respect of fellow humans, of other souls. The questions that have
been itching at my back have a lot to do with power - who is defining the law?
Who defines the contexts of all that we are studying? HE who is in power.
Thus, marginalized voices are of no matter. They are void.
But hear now my voice, the voice of a woman, calling out!
How can we be reshaped these texts? Texts that Jews have for so long found a
home in?
We can reshape them by slaughtering them - just as the men in the talmud disregarded the lives of women, queer, disabled, all ‘othered’ people, I permit myself
to slaughter these texts. I am far too kind in my interpretations of these texts, for,
they deserve a cry of outrage!
A thousand years gone, a thousand years yet to come, and what shall be? What
shall we expect? No change? No further discourse?
I read the words of these men and I understand them loud and clear. So don’t tell
me that I am looking at it from a ‘feminist’ perspective, or that my perspective is
tarnishing the ‘true’ meaning.
If these rabbis can discuss for days on end, I can drop my own words of wisdom,
whether it stays within the confines of their ‘logical’ arguments.
What’s my point? I’m quite clear, I think.
If you are looking for an answer, you won’t find it by simply reading the words of
the rabbis.
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Yevamot 114b:11-12
What does it mean to have peace in the world? Or peace
amongst two people?
War here seems to be defined perhaps as a war between
nations, or peoples, involving fighting with weapons etc.
But for one to claim that there is war in the world (or conversely peace), they must be in a position of power. One
could say that there is no war in the US at this moment
in time, 2022. However, if one were black, or a woman, or
queer, it would surely look different.
Does war need to be defined by those in power? If we look
at those not in power, we can see that there are a number
of wars being fought even during what those in power call
“peaceful” times. The world is constantly in a state of war
& peace, as are we, individually. We are at war with ourselves, we are at peace with ourselves, constantly in flux.
To say there is no war somewhere disregards the reality
that there is always a war going on, whether it is a war on
women, or a war on other marginalized communities.
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Ze Kollel 5.5

Yevamot 117a:10-17

Men in a room
Discussing, calmly…
Piece together the logic
they say
And the arguments will make
complete sense.
How can I piece your logic
together
With your hands
around my neck?

What if, instead
Our women
Were trustworthy
Loyal
Loving —
Rather than deceitful
Bitter, lying
What if, instead
We told a story
Of a woman and her mother in law
Getting along perfectly
What if, instead
the men were quarreling
in the background
lying, deceiving
Don’t the stories we tell
shape who we are?
And here, before me
Are constant stories
Of women who seemingly
Are out of control
lying, deceitful
All I have known to be unholy
turns out to be
A gift from God herself.

Yevamot 115b:8
My name was given
to me
Not from God herself
but from two
conscious beings
One, my mother
dear and loving
Two, my father
whom I have no relation
My name comes not
from the conscious
rather,
from the ether
Appearing before me
When I close my eyes
Take a deep breath
And recite:
“Ariella Wolf.”
Here, my name spoken
From the breath of God
And she, as my only witness.
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Y e va m o t 1 6 : 3

YEVAMOT 16:3
Ya r o n F l a t h

Combien de temps restes-tu là ?
Question difficile car où es-tu ?
Dans ces jambes qui te servent à effleurer notre nature ?
Dans ces bras qui saisissent les merveilles terrestres ?
Ou plutôt dans ce beau visage qui t’es si particulier ?
Dans ce nez, qui respire les effluves célestes ?
3 jours nous dira-t-on ?
Ton essence imprègne mon esprit et notre matière.
Je te retrouve dans ces couches de vie.
How long do you stay there?
Difficult question because where are you?
In these legs that serve you to grasp our nature?
In those arms that grasp the wonders of the earth?
Or rather in this beautiful face which is so particular to you?
In this nose, which breathes the celestial scents?
3 days will we be told?
Your essence permeates my mind and our matter.
I find you in these layers of life.
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Wh o by F i r e

WHO BY FIRE
Akiva Jackson

וְ כׇל ֶׁשּכֵ ן ֵאׁש ַעצְ ָמּה

What is more fiery than fire?

אֹותם וַ ּיָ ֻמתּו לִ ְפני יְ הֹוָ ֽה
ָ וַ ֵּתצֵ א ֵאׁש ִמּלִ ְפנֵ י יְ הֹוָ ה וַ ּתֹאכַ ל
And fire came forth from God and consumed them; thus they died in front of the face
of God.

the burning of the soul, but the body itself remains

ְׂש ֵר ַיפת נְ ָׁש ָמה וְ גּוף ַקּיָ ים

 ִּופ ְּס ָתא ִד ָידא.נּורא
ָ  וַ ֲאכַ ילְ ֵּתיּה, ֵא ָימא ִאינִ יׁש ַא ֲח ִרינָ א ֲא ָתא לְ ַאּצֹולֵ י,וְ ַרב ִחּיָ יא ַּבר ָא ִבין — ּגַ ְב ָרא ָחרֹוכָ א ִּד ְׁש ֵדי
יּסּופא ֲאזַ ל וַ עֲ ַרק לְ עָ לְ ָמא
ָ ִּומ ֲח ַמת ּכ
ֵ ,מּומא
ָ נּורא ִא ְיּתלַ יא וְ ִא ְתיְ לִ יד ֵּביּה
ָ — ְּד ַׁש ְדיָ א
.

And why didn’t Rav Ḥiyya bar Avin accept her testimony? In his opinion, a burnt man
who has fallen down is not conclusive proof, as one might still say: Perhaps another
person came to the rescue and the fire burned him. And as for the palm lying there,
perhaps the fire burned him and caused a deformity through which he lost his hand,
and due to his embarrassment he went and ran away to somewhere else in the world,
but he is still alive. Consequently, Rav Ḥiyya bar Avin did not want to rely upon the
testimony of the wife.

Image by Kamran Ashtary, used with permission ©2022
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Wh o by F i r e

As the fire left their faces, ashen, what
remained?
A pan, a strangeness, a stink in the air
The hint of a different kind of worship, a different relationship
The soul on fire with the body grounded
One can walk through the fire
The bush burns but is not consumed
The body flames but is not lost
The lost husbands, lost brothers, lost sons
The grieving family
look at my man, look at my man she screams
But all that is left is a pile of ash
Is it him? What happens when the soul burns up,
Do we remain?
Do we flee, leaving the imprints of our hands
The shadows of our bodies
But we live on,
Borne across the sea
Endless oceans lapping at the shores
A magic trick—
The husband, the son
Appears anew
Scathed, scarred, scattered through an alien fire
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A n I m p e r f e c t Pa t h t o T r u t h

AN IMPERFECT PATH TO
TRUTH
Reuven I Kristof Gatter

Reading these chapters of Yevamot, one
may be hard pressed to find relevance in
today’s world and our current society. It
is hard to imagine a situation today where
these laws would be applicable as they
were back then. Polygamy is no longer
practiced in Judaism so lengthy discussions about rival wives and levirate marriages are even further from our reality
thanhavingtoimaginelosingaspousedue
to war or some natural disaster without
being able to prove their demise beyond
any reasonable doubt.
To me personally, the interesting aspects
of these chapters lie in what they reveal
about the thinking of the rabbis whose
rulings and discussions we have before
us. As the topic unfolds however, I found
it harder and harder to tell if the main
motivation of them and the authors is to
attempt to lay out the best possible codified path to finding the truth or to avoid
the possibility of sinning at all costs.
Sometimes it seemed that what they are
most concerned about is just keeping
themselves in power and sweeping obvious inconsistencies and differences of
opinion under the rug.
Another problem is that while some of
the assumptions about human behavior
might seem strange or backward to us
now, these may have been common sense
assumptions in the time of these rulings
so it’s even harder to ascertain the reasonableness of the arguments.
It is however, hard for me to get outraged
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or angry, because knowing even a little bit
of how the world was even several hundred years ago, there’s nothing that could
truly inspire outrage in me except the fact
that perhaps that some of the problematic sentiments coming to the surface here
about women may still linger around in
our culture, for which the long-gone wise
men of the Jewish people surely are not
solely to blame.
Ultimately, this is a fascinating journey
into the minds of the authors and the subjects of the texts themselves. My concrete
takeaway is that I wouldn’t ever want to
put someone in the position of having to
argue–possibly without success–that I
have died and therefore am no longer married to them. Since there are now, thank
G-d possible contingencies for such an
event, I still wonder what, if anything at
all, the rabbis have left to say to us in the
here and now.
One thing I am sure of while reading these
chapters is that the rabbis were just as lost
in this world trying to figure out the true
will of G-d as the rest of us are now and
I keep coming back to this thought: the
only place I can reliably find not necessarily the will, but surely the presence of
G-d is in love between people, whoever
they may be.
To quote a speech by Rabbi Arthur Green
whichsummarizeshowthisworksaccording to Jewish tradition better than I ever
could:

A n I m p e r f e c t Pa t h t o T r u t h

“The Ba’al Shem Tov, the great 18th century master in whose name the Hasidic
movement was created, taught that there
exists only one single love in the world;
that is the love of God for all His creatures. That love flows through all existence and penetrates every creature. It is
the hiyyut or life-force within each of us.
But it enters into the physical world in
a fallen or broken state. We necessarily
become alienated from our single Source
in the course of our individuation, in our
becoming ego-selves. The love that energizes us thus may come forth in broken,
hidden, sometimes even painfully ambiguous ways. Many of us spend our lives in
flight from God’s love, because we fear it
will bring up too much pain. That love is
also the source of desire, even lust, that
which causes both animals and humans
to mate and propagate their species.”

Looking at it from this perspective, perhaps what we can still take away from the
body of text at hand is that even when our
pursuit of truth is distorted by the desire
and our ego, the search for it must never
end. The rabbis may have failed to lay out
a perfect way for us to find it, but even if
one is now sure to know better than them
(which in itself I might find to be problematic), by engaging with these texts, we
can surely learn that their pursuit of the
absolute truth itself, however futile it may
prove itself to be until The World to Come
is here, is the backbone of the entire Jewish tradition which I’m proud to uphold.

The only place I can reliably find not
necessarily the will, but surely the
presence of G-d is in love between
people, whoever they may be.
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Y e va m o t Chal i t z a

YEVAMOT CHALITZA
Ya e l M e r l i n i
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Quella notte
il silenzio tesseva
sussurri e soffiava
nei crini parole
affilate.

That night
the silence wove
whispers and blew
into the horsehairs
sharpened words.

Coi piedi nudi e
gli occhi sfumati
palpai le labbra
e sciolsi i ricordi
sulle spalle

With naked feet and
faded eyes
I felt the lips
and I loosed the memories
on the shoulders

te ne andrai
scalzo coi pensieri
legati ai piedi
e le risposte
nella borsa

you will leave
barefoot with thoughts
tied to your feet
and answers
in the bag

gli dissi.

I said to him.

io resto
a far compagnia
a sandali zoppicanti
accanto al divenire
senza tempo.

I stay
to keep company
to limping sandals
beside the timeless
becoming.

*

*

Il tempo è ignaro
del suo impatto

Time is unaware
of its impact

non chiedo il permesso,
aspetto il cambio
del vento

I do not ask permission,
I wait for the wind
to change

apro la a gonna
a ventaglio e mi
lascio trasportare.

I open my fan-shaped skirt
and I let myself
be carried away.
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO
BE A WOMAN? TO BE A
WIFE?
Bella Dav ydov

Is it worth nothing that they built together a
life? Full of light. That they were happy as
husband and wife?

Growing up, looking up to the women
around. Being tall, being strong, being
loud. Admiring the strength, the wisdom,
the kindness. Only to realize that as soon
as they enter the room the women turn
silent. They, the men, the husbands, the
fathers, the uncles, the brothers. They
are the ones holding the power. Who
assigned it to them? The power and right
to be in charge? No one has told her, and
she is too afraid to ask.

They say they won’t make it, that they
won’t survive. But they believe and leave
in the hope for a better life. And they
build a wonderful life. They enjoy every
step of the way until one day, he falls ill
and doesn’t survive.

She comes back to her former life, no longer a wife. But she tells them. Tells them
what they built, and what they achieved.
Of the memories. Of the love. Of the life.
But the only thing they ask is, is there a
As a girl she has been told, that finding child?
a good husband, that’s the biggest goal.
Is the past that they shared not enough?
Preparing to be a wonderful wife. But
Is it nothing worth it that they build
what about a wonderful mind? What
together a life? Full of light. That they
about her talents? Her character? What
were happy as husband and wife? It is
about her dreams? It will come they said,
not they say. That’s not what marriage is
as soon as you get married, they said. She
about, they say. She was taken into his
listened and believed. She prepared and
family with the duty to bear a child. It
hoped and prayed that she will find the
was her purpose to continue his line. She
perfect man, for whatever that meant.
did not deliver an heir to his name, and
And the day comes - she is a bride. No levirate marriage is now the only way.
longer a burden for her family, who she She wonders, what would her late husis leaving behind. She is full of happiness band say?
and hope. She did it, she found him, she
Once again, she is a bride. But this time
reached her goal. They say she is lucky
neither happiness nor hope is in sight.
he picked her; he is such a good catch.
She thought she made it. She found the
But what about her? Isn’t she the perfect
perfect guy. But she missed a big step on
match? But indeed, he is gentle, kind, and
the way and now she has to start from the
caring, and smart. He believes in her and
beginning they say.
gives her a life. She can do and she can be.
He makes her feel free. And they decide That is what it means to be a woman.
to escape. Away from the rules and the That is what it means to be a wife. That
roles. Away to reach their common goals. is her life.
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THE SANCTITY OF
STILLNESS
F l o r a H a s t i n g s a n d D a n i e l M a c m i l l e n Vo s ko b o y n i k

We write from the old Jewish cemetery of
Barcelona. A chevruta in partnership with the land,
the Jewish elders from centuries ago buried several
metres below, covered in a thicket of asparagus,
pine and birch. We had entered the overgrown
cemetery through a wire fence, struggling to find a
bracha that would thank the space for existing.
Beside us, is the Olympic Shooting Range; as we mark these words, pellets
blast against a target. The bones of 171 Jewish bodies sit in boxes in one
of Catalonia’s municipal museum archives, dug up during the construction of the shooting club. We sit over the graves of those who remain,
nameless beneath the layers of soil and civilizations. Behind us, is the
Port of Barcelona, with its blaring shiphorns of tourist cruises and container ships. The cemetery faces East.
We sit and ask the Torah a question, flick through Leviticus and the lines
emerging in the middle of our screens provide the answer (bibliomancy).
The text and land speak back to us. A chevruta is made of many voices.
What can the land teach us about sanctity?
“If such a carcass falls upon seed grain that is to be sown, it is pure.”
Leviticus 11:3.
Land is the teacher of death and birth. When anything falls to the land,
eventually, fungal webs will bring it into the earth, from where younger
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Movement is the marriage of
time and space, an inevitable
diaspora.
life forms. During the year of Shmita, this
year, the land teaches us that stillness is
sacred.
How can we describe sanctity?
“These are the instructions concerning
animals, birds, all living creatures that
move in water, and all creatures that
swarm on earth” Leviticus 11:46.
The Israelites were lost in a cloud while in
the desert:
“The cloud covered the Tent of Meeting,
and the Presence of  יהוהfilled the Tabernacle. When the cloud lifted from the
Tabernacle, the Israelites would set out
on their various journeys” Exodus 40.
The cloud tells us that we are part of the
land and elements. Just as the mountain invites fog, and forests create rain,
we too create the climatic conditions for
clouds, storms and floods. They descend
around us and prohibit movement. We
must evaporate the cloud we are building into the earth’s atmosphere, or we
will return to the desert.
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What are the ethics of movement?
“On the completion of her period of purification, for either son or daughter, she
shall bring to the priest, at the entrance
of the Tent of Meeting, a lamb in its first
year for a burnt offering, and a pigeon or
a turtledove for a sin offering.”
Leviticus 12:6.
The rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel suggests that Judaism is a religion of time, rather than space. Andyet,hereweare.Sittingin
a sacred space. We suggest an amendment
to Heschel’s phrasing: “Judaism tries to be
a religion of time, but is dragged towards
space.” Movement is the marriage of time
and space, an inevitable diaspora.
The land and its Torah teaches: “Moving
too much limits your movement.”
Stillness, and its noticing, awakens movement; there is profound sanctity in seeing
the movement of plant, rock, and seed. Yet,
static people are more easily legible to the
state. Borders are the language of control;
sanctity is closer to surrender.

Th e S a n c t i t y o f S t i ll n e ss

What is the role of impurity?
“And if, after the affected article has been
washed, the priest sees that the affection
has not changed color and that it has not
spread, it is impure. It shall be consumed
in fire; it is a fret, whether on its inner
side or on its outer side.”
Leviticus 13:55.

made of non-human, microbial cells (bacteria, viruses and fungi.). We do not know
ourselves, nor the outside world. We must
unlearn impurity.

How can we understand our ancestors,
knowing that our attention drifts in
different ways to theirs? What they
The land answers - contrasts and contra- noticed, we will struggle to.
dictions, are what alert and teach us about
thelife that unfolds in the middle. Between
life and death, between purity and impurity, is what is.
Outside, we make binaries between purity
and impurity - fungal infections, diseases, shame. Inside, over half of our body is

Land is the teacher of death and birth.
During the year of Shmita, this year, the
land teaches us that stillness is sacred.
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YEVAMOT:
THE SCRIPT
N i ko l a i To d o r ov
SCENE 1.
The honeymoon. A very romantic honeymoon suite.
I love you, Amber.

Johnny:

Amber:
I love you, Johnny. I am so happy we just got married.
Romantic music. Johnny and Amber are about to lean in and kiss, but an explosion is
heard in the distance. The lights go in and out and the room rattles.
Amber (panicked):
Oh Johnny, maybe Mariupol wasn’t the best choice for a honeymoon.
A major explosion blasts through the room, debris falls, gunshots and sniper fire is
heard nearby, and Johnny falls on the floor. He is severely wounded and bleeding.
Amber holds his dying body and cries.
Amber:
Please don’t die Johnny! I don’t want a levirate marriage, I don’t fancy your brother.
Johnny:
Amber, there is always hope. We must leave this city. Carry me out into the woods,
where we will be safe.
Amber (crying):
Oh Johnny…. I will do anything to keep you alive, so I don’t have to marry your
brother.
She picks up his dying body and is ready to leave the honeymoon suite, but just before
she does, she briefly stops.
Amber:
Oh Johnny! If we make it out alive, you will have to tell me the truth. Who do you love
more, your first wife Vanessa, or me, your second wife?
Johnny can’t answer this question since he is in a lot of pain, and Amber leaves the
room, carrying him in her arms. Shots of Amber holding Johnny, running through
a war-torn city. Explosions are seen and heard in the background.
SCENE 2.
Night-time in a forest. Amber has set Johnny down in a clearing, surrounded by
trees. The sound of the sea is heard nearby. She has already lit up a bonfire.
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Johnny:
Oh Amber. I already feel much better. Looks like I might survive this.
Amber:
Oh Johnny, I am so relieved. (Dramatic pause). Now please answer my question. Who do
you love more? Me or Vanessa?
Johnny:
(Another long drawn-out dramatic pause). The truth is…. I have always loved….
A pack of lions suddenly jump out from the woods. Amber screams. They attack Johnny
and start eating his throat, arms, legs, forehead and nose. Amber throws a burning log at
the pack of animals; however, it misses, and it falls on Johnny instead. His body starts to
burn. The animals are afraid of the fire and run away. Johnny is burning, smoke comes
out from him, but he is not dead yet.
Johnny (in agony):
Amber! This fire hurts so much. There is a sea nearby. I can hear waves splashing. Throw
me in there, so the fire is extinguished.
Amber drags his body towards a cliff and rolls him over. He falls into a chasm, and we
hear a splash of water and then long silence.
Amber (screams in the darkness):
Johnny!!!! Johnny!!!! Johnny!!!!!....
No answer, only silence.
SCENE 3:
Three days have passed. Amber is walking alongside a narrow outlet leading on
towards the sea.
Amber (screaming):
Johnny!!!!.... Johnny!!!!!.... Johnny!!!!!
Suddenly, Johnny´s family appears. His mother, child brother, first wife, a neighbour, and
a slave.
Amber (surprised):
Mother-in-law? Brother-in-law? Vanessa? Mr. Christian?...... What are you all doing
here?
Mother-in-law:
Oh, my dear daughter-in-law. We heard that the war broke out right in the middle
of your honeymoon and we got very worried, and so we came here to find you and
make sure that you are ok. So happy to see that you are alive. (pause) But where is
my son? Where is Johnny?
Neighbour:
And I just came along in order to help my Jewish neighbours. But where is your
husband?
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Amber:
…Well... it is complicated... There was some trouble. But he could potentially still
be alive.
Vanessa:
What? What do you mean by that? (cries) Oh no, not my beloved Johnny!
My son!!!!!

Mother-in-law (cries):

Brother-in-law (cries):
But I don’t want to marry Amber. Í m only a child.
Amber:
There is still hope, people. I believe in miracles (a pause as Amber is looking out
towards the water) Wait! What is this? Look! There!!! Floating out in the distance?
Vanessa:
Oh, a miracle indeed. This is the body of my beloved husband
Johnny´s body is floating towards them.
Mother-in-law:
Oh look. He is breathing. He is not dead.
Everyone is relieved.
Mother-in-law:
Slave. Go and fetch my son from the water!
I’m only a slave. Why me? Why me?

Slave:

Everyone ignores him. The slave is walking towards the sea. Johnny´s body washes up
on a beach. Johnny coughs water out and starts to revive. The slave is almost upon him,
but suddenly stops and looks petrified. Snakes and scorpions start to crawl towards
Johnny. Suddenly they start to bite him.
Slave (screaming in horror):
Í m only a slave. Why me? Why me?
The rest of the family hears the slave’s screams and runs towards the beach. By the
time they arrive Johnny lets out his last breath.
Johnny (in agony):
Dear wives, here are my final words. I have always loved one of you more than
the other. And that one is…. (he dies just before he lets out his secret and everyone
cries).
Mother-in-law (weeping):
Oh look. His soul has left his body
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SCENE 4.
The Beit Din. 85 Rabbis have gathered around Amber and are all staring at her.
A short Rabbi:
Woman! State your case in front of this Beit Din and most likely based on your
testimony we will let you go free to do as you please.
Amber:
My husband died, we had no children, and we had no quarrels.
A short Rabbi:
Ok, excellent. Based on this testimony this woman can move on with her life. Court
adjourned and let’s all get some lunch gentlemen.
A tall Rabbi:
Wait! Not so quick. I have one question for the defendant. Woman, when your
husband died was there peace or was there war in the world?
War.

Amber:

The tall Rabbi:
In this case your testimony is not deemed credible, for you might be mistaken or
lying.
The short Rabbi:
But why should she lie? If she were lying, she would have issued a more advantageous
claim. Since she herself informed this court that there was a war, which undermines
her claim that her husband died, there is no legitimate reason to suspect her of lying.
Rabbi Rava:
Gentlemen, let me remind this court as to why one does not rely on her testimony
when there is war. It is because she says what she imagines to be the case. Can it
enter oné s mind that among all these people who were killed, her husband alone is
saved? Now if you say but there was peace between him and her, she guards herself
and waits until she actually sees that he died; and even so, at times it might happen
that his enemies strike him with arrows or spears and she thinks that he is dead due
to a wound, and yet there is no proof that he is dead, as there are instances when
someone prepares medicine for the wounded and he survives despite his apparently
fatal wound.
Amber:
But there were no doctors around your honour when I was carrying his body away
from the battlefield.
Rabbi Yehuda:
Ahhh! But you are not crying, woman, and a woman is never deemed credible when
she testifies that her husband died unless she is here crying, and her clothing is torn.
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A Rabbi with zits:
Rabbi Yehuda, if I may. This is an incorrect distinction. Rather, both the woman who
cries and the woman who does not cry may move on with their lives based on their
own testimony.
Rabbi Mordechai:
Well, let me ask the defendant the following. Did your husband die far away from the
war?
Amber:
Actually, yes, he did. He died on a beach by the sea far away from the battlefield.
Rabbi Mordechei:
In this case, she is to be believed, for it is applicable to say she surmised if he died in
an actual battle, but if not battle, close to the battlefields, she is believed.
But was there smoke?

A Rabbi with good skin:

Amber:
Yes, his body was burning as he fell into the sea before he died.
The Rabbi with good skin:
Aha! In this case she is not deemed credible. In this case she herself related the entire
story, and even so her version of events is not accepted. Just as a miracle occurred to
her and she was saved, likewise a miracle could ve occurred for her husband and he
´
too survived.
A thin Rabbi:
And then tell me the following, woman. Was there an outbreak of snakes and
scorpions at the scene of his death?
Amber:
Yes, there were. They was a swarm of them, hideous creatures, and they attacked him
on the beach and poisoned them with their venom.
The thin rabbi:
An outbreak of snakes and scorpions is like war, as the woman says what she
imagines to be the case. She just assumes that since most people die from snake
bites, her husband could ve not survived.
´
A thick Rabbi:
There was an incident in Tzalomon, where a particular man said: “I am so and so, son
of so and so. A snake bit me and I am dying. And they went and found his corpse but
could not recognize him, and yet they went ahead and allowed his wife to move on
based on what he said on his dying moments. Let’s hear a witness now. The Beit Din
calls Vanessa to the stand.
(Vanessa stands on a podium).
Vanessa, state your name
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Vanessa

Vanessa:

The thick Rabbi:
Did you witness the deceased die?
Vanessa:
Yes, I saw him die. He died in a normal manner.
The thick Rabbi:
And what was your relationship to the deceased?
Your honour, I was his first wife.

Vanessa:

The thick Rabbi:
One wife says he died in a normal manner and the other one claims he was killed.
This is a contradiction of testimonies. Both of you shall not be able to move on with
your lives.
(Vanessa exits in tears)
Rabbi Shimon:
But since they both agree that he is not alive they should be able to move on with
their lives.
The thick Rabbi:
But they are rival wives and as such, they automatically dislike one another, so their
testimony is automatically cancelled.
Rabbi Yehuda:
One more question for the defendant. Tell me, woman, were there any animals on the
scene of his death eating any of your husband’s body parts?
Amber:
Yes, your honour. Lions devoured his arms, legs….
Rabbi Yehuda (interrupting her):
The lions were eating from a place that does not cause his soul to depart. That’s
what Rabbi Shmuel once said.
Amber:
But they were also biting his throat and face.
Rabbi Yehuda:
If someone cut a man’s two passageways, the trachea and the oesophagus, or
most of the way through the passageways, one may testify to his death. That’s
what Rabbi Shmuel once said.
Rav Hoshaya:
We are concerned that perhaps the wind aggravated Johnny’s condition and
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caused his death. Perhaps he hastened his own death.
A Rabbi with big ears:
In this case there is a practical difference if his throat was cut in a house of
marble that was closed on every side, in which there was no wind and the victim
convulsed.
Amber:
But my husband died outside, and he did not convulse at all.
All the Rabbis collectively:
general disappointment and grunts.
Rabbi Jeremy:
Could you recognise his face after he was attacked by lions? For you see, according to
Rav, the recognition of faces testifies about them.
Rabbi Hiyya bar Abba:
If someone does not want to be recognised, he should put a patch on his nose, then he
will not be recognised. In the time of king Ursicinus, some people were under arrest
warrants, and they put patches on their noses and were not recognised.
Rabbi Akiva:
A person’s life is sustained mainly in his nose.
Rabbi Eliezer:
I disagree with rabbi Akiva. His life is mainly in his navel.
Rabbi Shaul:
An embryo is formed from its navel, and it sends its roots forth.
The Rabbi with big ears:
If the witnesses saw his forehead but not the countenance of his face, or they saw the
countenance of his face, but not the forehead, they may not testify that is until they see
both of them with the nose. And now can the defendant tell me, how many days did your
husband die after these lions bit off his face?
Three days your honour.

Amber:

Rabbi Hiyya bar Abba:
During the first three days the soul hovers over the body because she thinks she
will return to it. Once she sees that the splendour of his face changes after three
days, she abandons him and goes away. After three days, the belly breaks open in
his face and says to him, there is what you have robbed and extorted.
Rabbi Haggai:
I shall scatter your stomach’s contents in your face and even your holidayś
stomach content. His flesh will hurt him, but his soul will mourn for him. Even
if one saw him being cut up by a weapon, burned alive or eaten by a lion, I say
miracles happen for him. If he fell into a body full of water, one does not testify
about him, because water does not testify. If he fell into a cistern full of snakes
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and scorpions one does not testify against him, for he could ve been a snake
´
charmer.
Rabbi Yehuda ben Beteira:
We are concerned that Johnny was perhaps a charmer of snakes and scorpions and
knew how to deal with them.
A Rabbi with small ears:
With all due respect. We need not be concerned about this possibility, as due to the
pressure of his body falling on top of them they will harm him.
A Rabbi with long hair:
But he was in the water for three days and that is different gentlemen, since it
contracts the body, preventing it from bloating and changing shape.
A Rabbi with short hair:
But didn’t you say that water aggravates a wound by causing additional swelling.
A Rabbi with long hair:
This applies when there is a wound, the water contracts the body and thereby
prevents the shape of the face from changing.
A rabbi with short hair:
There was an incident in Asya in which they lowered a man into the sea on a rope
and when they pulled him the rope back up only his leg came up. And they were not
certain whether he was dead or alive. If his keg was cut from the knee and above, his
wife may marry, as he did not survive such a wound; if the leg was cut only from the
knee and below, she may not marry.
Rabbi Meir:
If a man fell into the water, if the body of water has a visible end, his wife is
prohibited from moving on, but if he fell in a body of water with a visible end his wife
can proceed on with her affairs. Can the defendant state what kind of a body Johnny
fell in?
Amber:
A narrow outlet leading towards the Black Sea.
Rabbi Abaye:
Hmmmm? … That’s a tough one. Any body of water where one stands in one
place and can see the shore in all four direction is a considered water with a
visible end, since anyone emerging from the water can be seen. However, if the
body is so large that it is impossible to see its shore on all sides, the individual
may have emerged at a place where he could not be seen by others standing at
the place where he fell in.
The Rabbi with long hair:
Let’s hear some witnesses now. You (points at the slave)! Come up here and state
your name!
The slave:
I’m only a slave. Why me? Why me?
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The Rabbi with long hair:
You are only a slave? Then your testimony is automatically disqualified. Stop
wasting our time and go away! Next witness. You (points at the brother-in-law).
Come up to the stand and state your relationship to the deceased.
Brother-in-law:

I am his younger brother.

The Rabbi with long hair:
State your age to this Beit Din?
Brother-in-law:
I haven’t had my Bar Mitzvah yet, Sire.
The Rabbi with long hair:
You are merely a child. You should not be giving testimony.
Errrr…. And why is that?

The Rabbi with short hair:

The Rabbi with long hair:
Since he is a child, perhaps it was merely a grasshopper with which he was playing
that died, and they brought it out as if to its funeral, calling it by the name of the
individual suspected to be dead, in this case Johnny, so any statement this child
makes should not be considered valid proof of death.
The Rabbi with short hair:
That is a very strong point you are making. Let’s call the next witness. You (points at
mother-in-law). Come up to the stand and state your relationship to the defendant.
I am her mother-in-law.

Mother-in-law:

The Rabbi with long hair:
As her mother-in-law you two women naturally distrusts each other, and are rivals,
so your testimony does not count in this court. Next witness. You (points at the
neighbour). Come up to the witness stand and state your name.
I’m Mr. Christian.

Neighbour:

The Rabbi with short hair:
Are you Jewish Mr. Christian?
No, I’m Christian.

Neighbour:

The Rabbi with long hair:
With regards to a gentile, if he intends to testify, his testimony is not considered valid
testimony.
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Neighbour:
I had no intentions of testifying in this court, and I am not the one to gossip, but just
before he died, Johnny never told us which of the two wives he loved more. And he
was just about to, but that last breath of his cut this sentence short. Now his secret is
dead with him.
The Rabbi with short hair:
With regards to a gentile, his statement is relied upon only when he does not intend
to state it as formal testimony.
The short Rabbi from the beginning of the scene:
So, does that mean we can finally proclaim Johnny to be dead, allow the defendant to
move on with her life and the rest of us get some lunch?
Rabbi Yehuda ben Bava:
One cannot establish general guidelines for this matter because not every person, nor
every place, nor every hour is identical. Decomposition is not uniform. It occurs at
different rates in different situations.
Everyone, Rabbis and family all look exasperated. Cut to….
SCENE 5:
What appears to be a wedding between Amber and brother-in-law, who are facing
one another. The family and several Rabbis are present. Everyone looks miserable.
Amber:
My husband s brother refuses to establish a name in Israel for his brother: he
´
will not perform the duty of a levir.
The Rabbis (general muttering):
What does the groom say?
I do not want to take her.

Brother-in-law:

Amber pulls a sandal from brother-in-law´s foot, and spits in his face.
Amber:
Thus shall be done to the man who will not build up his brother’s house. And he
shall go in Israel by the name of “the family of the unsandled one”.
Amber exits.
THE END
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T w o V i lla g e s

TWO VILLAGES
Arnold Dreyblatt

“Those are the stories my ancestors
told me, so I am passing them on to the
children, as the elders passed them
on to me.”
Once upon a time there was a village (Village 1). Hunters often left the village for
long hunting expeditions for many days. When they returned, they would report
that they saw incredible animals - an unusually large brown bear, or an enormous
bald eagle. But in order for the elders of the village to believe their tales, a witness
was required to corroborate their stories, otherwise the elders would just shake
their heads in disbelief and walk away.
Nearby there was another village (Village 2), and the hunters also left for long
hunting expeditions and would return after many days, telling endless stories
about what they saw. But the elders of Village 2 did not require a witness in order
to believe their tales.
It has been said that Village 1 always accused the inhabitants of Village 2 of exaggerating their tales, even lying about their exploits and they wanted nothing to
do with them.
On the other hand, Village 2 complained that their neighbors in Village 1 were
unnecessarily strict, and they quickly tired of hearing their stories, especially
since the witnesses seldom agreed about the details which had been told by the
original storyteller.
After many years the people of both villages started to intermarry. It was no longer possible to determine who came from which village. But when the hunters
came back from their expeditions, some of them would never talk about what
they had seen, while others told long stories which kept the children up at night.
At the end of one of these long stories, someone asked how the hunter could
have seen so many things which no one had ever heard about. “Those are the stories my ancestors told me, so I am passing them on to the children, as the elders
passed them on to me,” he answered. “But how can we know if these stories are
true?” the other asked. “By looking at the faces of the children,” he answered.
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LOVE IS A WAVE
AROUND OUR BODIES
Dvir Shalem

,ֹלהים ָק ַבע ָׁש ַמיִ ם
ִ ֵּבין ַהּיָ ם לָ עֲ נָ נִ ים ֱא

Between the sea to the clouds, God set the skies,

,וְ ַהּגַ ּלִ ים נִ ְׁש ָּב ִרים ּכְ עֶ ְרּגָ ה עַ ל ַהחֹול

And the waves crash lusting upon the sand,

 ְמ ַב ְּקׁשֹות, נִ ְתּבֹונֵ ן עַ ל ַהּיָ ם ַהּגָ דֹול,ּבֹואי
ִ

Come, let’s look at the Great Sea, thirsting,

 צָ רֹות ָאנּו וַ ֲח ֵברֹות,חֹותי
ִ ִא ְמ ִרי לִ י ֲא

Tell me, Sister, rivals we are and friends

Once upon a time, a long time ago, before humans were created and the Gods
learnt how to mold the land and form beings in their own image.
Once upon a time, a long time ago, Eros and Gaia were created.
Once upon a time, there was a skyscraper in Babylon. Since then, Eros and Gaia
have many names, names for themselves. Some call them “love”, some call them
“occupation” or “ownership”. Some call them “war” and some “peace”, and others just sometimes say “I need space” or “it’s nice having you around” or “my
little love”. Some say we lost what they mean, I was told we are still discovering.
When there are many words to say things, those are of the unspeakable sphere.
It’s humans making love to those things, by thrusting the ever-changing power
of words upon it, like the birds’ shadows dancing on the sand.
Eros and Gaia are close siblings, as are the most basic components of myths,
always ancestral and familial, it’s more than a metaphor. To have roots means to
be loved, and to be loved means to be watered, to grow together – into the ground
and towards the heavens. To garden one another, and to care for the fruits that
sprout. To pick and clean and observe as change comes. Through seasons and
time and rain. The rain is a manifestation of the greatest juice of life. Humans,
they say, are 70% water. Other non-human people enjoy different percentages of
water, and they speak their life in various ways. Gardening, like love, is done on
the land, some say those are one – to garden and to love, as it is said: come to my
garden my sister, my bride. Their love is in the city, protected by the guards of the
city. Their voices knocking, in the roof they share, protected from all.
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When a man leaves his woman and goes to a
“city of the sea” – he is a lifetime away. The
sea is life. He has left his love, his ἐρωμένη,
beloved. The great sea between them makes
him dead to her, and she is dead to him, a
lifetime away. There is a life between them,
the power of life as manifested in the water,
in the waves. She loses her mind; she is not
to be trusted. And why? The elders distrust
as her, as she yearns for the one her heart
loves.
Therefore a man shall leave his father and
his mother and hold to his wife, and they
shall become one flesh. As the sea distances
between them, they separate back, and she
becomes one, one flesh – inherently alone.
Eros lives when a Gaia is shared, they need
to live on the same land, shore. Watch the
waves from the same side, and share the
same tempo of the tide. In every heart there’s
a room, a sanctuary. They sit by the window,
watching the waves crash on the sea. That’s
no secret. That’s the stream of life.
We are land. We are water. They tell us, when
we love a land, we need to divide it between
people. As if it is a prostitute’s baby. That
it ought to have boundaries, but the land
doesn’t speak this language, of boundaries.
Its only limit is the Sea, and it was also on the
third day of creation when God said twice
that it was good. When living on the land,
we can have a common view on the Sea. But
once one crosses the Sea, they are no longer
here. We don’t share the same shore – and
the waves come differently to us. There is a
different frequency that we live by. The seaweed, in the sea, are like children leaning
out for love. And they were leaning that way
forever. They never crossed the sea, they
accept their space in the water, far from the
earthly love that human beings share. Some
say rivers are the same, I wonder if they have
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rivers are
the same,
I wonder if
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wonder if the
Ocean would
agree.

L o v e i s a Wav e A r o u n d O u r B o d i e s

ever seen the sea. Some say lakes have similar wisdom, I wonder if the Ocean would
agree.
Sometimes I wish I was like the sea, with
flags and clear warning signs, when one may
come in, and when not. The husband saw
her flag, on the marble arch, as he left, as he
chose to go. And the other wife, the other
lovers, will they stay friends, or will they
not? Sometimes they are rivals, and sometimes friends, does it depend on whether
they share a view of the waves? do the same
waves crash on them, or not?
The pain of sharing a loved one, or of losing a loved one, was all over. Is all over. It
is the pain of ending. The pain is a pain of
lose. Perhaps that is what the Sea knows,
the waves are of longing, of the water to
the land, of the land to the water. The soft
lustful caress, of ongoing yearning. Of the
lifetimes which are between us, of wind
blowing in the hair towards the open arms
against the thrust of the waves. Love is a
wave. I am Land. I am Sea.
(The title is a line from Anagnorisis, a
song by Asaf Avidan)
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ZIPPORAH AND LILITH
Eva Rebecca de Haan
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Dear Zipporah,
t actually as bad as I
Well, we did it. The travel was no
ey could never be as good
expected. I brought sandwiches (th
and tasty), and enjoyed
as yours, but they were nutritious
er is pleasant and there is
the precious landscapes. The weath
our cabin. Shmuel is plana Lake a short walk away from
orrow, so I will have the
ning to go fishing on the lake tom
for ward to a stroll in the
day all to myself. I am so looking
ay from all the pulls of
woods, just me and the trees, aw
Sometimes, I contemplate
society. It can make one think…
it, and what I see is a perlife as if I am not the one leading
, of joy, of wonder… It is
son entirely drained of ambition
lonely existence.
t in this darkness. You
My love, you have become the ligh
ion is the best thing that
entering our household constellat
I do wonder, when will
could have happened to me. But
t of me when I am finally
we be free? And what will be lef
released?
so moody. There must be a
I am sorry, I didn’t mean to get
way to settle my nerves.
an adventures. Someday,
I love reading about all your urb
speak to mysterious women
might we eat kilos of dates and
vicariously through you.
together. Until that day, I will live
In need of being held and loved.
Yours,
Lilith
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Lilith,

h sweet kisses,

Forever yours, wit
Zipporah
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The Lake, 21 Sivan
My dear Zipporah,
Oy oy oy, what a wee
k it has been.
On the actual events
of that dreadful day,
I’m afraid I cannot te
you much. I watched
ll
from the shore as ou
r poor Samuel cheerf
ly drifted onto the la
ulke in his pathetic littl
e boat. He had excite
ly prepared all the ne
dcessary equipment th
e day before, even ca
for aid from a nearby
lling
fisherman to ask abou
t the best bait to use.
course, I encouraged
Of
him in his endeavors,
being the suppor tive
that I am. That morni
wife
ng, after a groggy cu
p of coffee, we walke
together towards the
d out
lake. As he rowed furt
her and further onto
water, his voice beca
the
me fainter, my hear t
lighter and my head
er. With a newfound
clearwonder I looked onto
the world around me.
wind whispered in th
The
e trees, and as I was
about to turn around
answer it, I saw poor
to
, poor Shmuel slip. I
watched helplessly fr
shoreline as he stumbl
om the
ed around the boat.
He tried to get a hold
himself, but alas. The
of
water around the bo
at slowly turned red
his blood, oh, what a
with
horrid sight it was. I
stayed there, for wha
seemed like ages, look
t
ing for signs of life. W
hen I was absolutely
tain that no one was
cercoming up for air, I ra
n to call for help. Th
men from the village
e
assisted me back to th
e cabin, where we w
Shmuel’s mother. Th
rote
e poor woman mourn
s her silly son, I guess
can’t help but love hi
she
m.
Zipporah, this opport
unity you speak of, I
think we should seize
have never felt this ki
it. I
nd of freedom before
. It is like I am finally
to breathe, able to th
able
ink, able to move wit
h conviction. It feels
the chains have been
like
broken. Zipporah, I ne
ed to see you. Tell m
where to meet you, an
e
d I will be there.
With all my love, and
so much more,
Lilith
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The City, 22 Sivan
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The City, 8 Tammuz
Dear members of the Talmud of Women’s Advancement Committee,
Herewith my report of the proceedings surrounding Zipporah and Lilith, wives of
Samuel. First and foremost, my sincere gratitude to all who assisted in this matter. My special thanks to Sarah, expert on the Yevamot chapters, and Ruth, for her
services as ‘disembodied voice’.
When Zipporah came to me only a few days after our introduction, with the tale of
her poor husband’s passing, I quickly figured out Lilith would find release from her
status as a married woman easily, provided the Rabbi was in a good mood. For Zipporah’s case, the Mishna in 118a:6 provided an obstacle:
“In the case of a woman who went, she and her husband, overseas, and she comes and
says: My husband died, she may marry, and she takes her marriage contract based on
her own testimony. And it remains prohibited for her rival wife to remarry, as a
woman cannot testify on behalf of her rival wife.”
All of this stemming from the premise that rival wives might have a hateful relationship, reasoning:
“The testimony of a woman who is suspected of harboring ill will toward another is
entirely rejected with regard to that other person, and no credence is given to
her account at all.” (Yevamot 118a:11)
The premise of this ruling clearly does not apply to this situation, but it was
decided that it was best to conceal the truth of the nature of Zipporah and
Lilith’s relationship from the Rabbi, for “he should die of that roar which lies
on the other side of silence” – as one of our comrades poetically phrased it.
Rather, we employed our now classic ‘disembodied voice’ trick:
“And the court may allow a woman to marry based on the statement of a disembodied
voice proclaiming that her husband died. There was an incident with regard to a
certain individual who stood at the top of a mountain and said: So-and-so, son of
so-and-so, from such and such a place died. They went and found no person there,
but even so they relied upon the statement and allowed the wife of the individual
declared dead to marry.” (Yevamot 122a:5)
As the Rabbi and I went on a stroll through the fields at the foot of the mountain,
dear Ruth hiked a way up that very mountain, and with her roaring voice announced:
“Poor Shmuel, son of Sal, husband of Zipporah, died on the Lake”. For the plan to
work, Ruth concealed herself before the men of the town could make it up the mountain to inspect where the voice came from. With the help of our incredible committee, the events transpired as planned, and Zipporah was released.
I propose we incorporate this successful case into our Rival Wife symposium of
next year.
As for Lilith and Zipporah, I cannot tell you where they are presently. May they
live long and happily.
A final reminder that the next TWAC meeting is one fortnight from now, at sunset.
As usual, take the prescribed secrecy precautions. If anyone might have points for
the agenda, I request you file them with me up to one day before the meeting.
Remember: Knowledge is our road to freedom.
- Esther
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UN K NOWN D E A T H

UNKNOWN DEATH
Ta m a r G r o s z
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Q UE S TION S ON A Q UE S TIONING MET H O D

QUESTIONS ON A
QUESTIONING METHOD
(OR: TALMUDIC LOGIC IS ANXIET Y LOGIC)

Larissa Smurago

What if behind all those questions we found not
intrusiveness but rather concern?
What sense does it make, one might ask, to consider all the potential ways in which one
could lie about a man’s death? Apparently a lot of sense, especially if the “one” concerned is the wife of the mentioned man and there’s a decision to be made about her and
his brother’s future marital status. But why, all the – quite blatant – misogyny aside, why
should one put so much effort into asking about all the potentialities and circumstances
under which one is to be assumed dead, alive or, just like our dear Schrödinger’s kitten,
dead and alive at the same time?
Is nosiness and curiosity just something on which Judaism thrives, very much as it’s seen
in a lot of parents concerns about our own future marital status? Or is it the stiff grip of
halacha trying to get ahold of women’s minds and bodies while proving by putting in
such an effort that it fails to do just that?
While we can acknowledge that stubborn nosiness and the urge to control women play
a dominant role in the doubting nature of Tractate Yevamot, especially in a male-made
environment, we might take into account another plausible explanation for it, which
might be more sympathetic to not only the rabbis discussing pits and oceans in which
men may have fallen and died, eaten, bitten by scorpions or just drowned by the huge
amount of water in the sea, but also to the whole structure of Talmudic elaborations, discussions and concerns.
What if Talmudic logic is anxiety logic?
What if this logic is only a vessel for caution? What if behind all those questions we
found not intrusiveness but rather concern? What if the anxiety around the potentiality
of someone’s death just symbolises the amount of consideration?
And: Isn’t anxiety a sign of care after all?
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ANCIENT MUSINGS
IN SHOPPING MALLS
Ina Holev

This feels like writing a journal entry. Maybe this is both a Talmud commentary and a work of self-referential autofiction. I thank the current
generationsofunhinged Jewishwomenforthat,ChrisKrausandDeborah
Levy and Ottessa Moshfegh and many others, the literary canon of weird
chronically online girls I see looped in bookish tiktoks. This is a work of
mediated language, I’m writing in a language that is not my own yet forms
so much of my history. This is my first semi-fictional work in English and
I feel comfortable. I have already wrestled with ancient Hebrew, Aramaic,
a language that is much of my own but one that I’m failing to understand.
For the past months language has transported me to old courts and cisterns, to join my people in the desert in a beautiful, glistening tent in the
desert. It has brought me to study halls and taverns surrounded by date
palms, has allowed me to travel in time and place. All while doing everyday errands and trying not to give in to all the struggles facing us.
I write in a language that is not part of my history and I feel strangely distant.
I try to join in repairing the world and maybe the first step is to repair a
text, so it makes sense to me so I can use it to make sense of the world
we live in. Eve Kosofsky Sedwick calls this reparative reading, to take a
truly problematic text and make it your own, to own it. To step away from
paranoid readings that see the worst in everything. I got my feminist education on tumblr.com after all, so I’m used to calling things problematic
and blocking, muting, reporting them. It’s a new experience to engage in
creating new meaning out of something that is painful.
I’m expecting the worst in a world that has given few reasons to be hopeful, yet there are some cracks where light is shining through and maybe
worrying in this world means to care. Sometimes I feel like there are too
many things to care about. There is a war in my country of birth and the
worries are not letting me go. We seem to be an anxious people, our texts
prepare us for anything. Nothing prepared me for a frontline right in
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front of the first house I ever lived in. We left not for overseas
but for overlands, crossing Polish lands where our ancestors
lived, not far enough to be another continent but peripheral
enough for the world not to care. We as Jews care however. We
will always care because why would an ancient text talk about
leaving for overseas and coming back to a catastrophe? Maybe
those ancient texts tell me more about my life than any other
theory I have come across lately. Retail therapy seems to help
as well, is this what we call dialectics? Is Jewish theory my key
to finally understanding what Dialektik actually means?

It’s ancient wisdom and old
worries

I’ve been turning a lot to Walter Benjamin in the past few
months and while this seems to be a cliche I have a hard time
going somewhere else as a (somehow) German (very) Jewish
mediaandculturetheorist.Itooliketostrollaroundthearcades
(shopping malls) and think about art in the age of reproduction (memes mostly). I’m alternating between Talmud and
my master thesis, all with a catastrophe creeping behind me.
Mediated through Rey Chow’s post-colonial musings on Hong
Kong Cinema I have found my way back to Walter Benjamin’s
Passagenwerk he conducted while strolling through Paris as a
flaneur, with fascism behind his back. I’m on Königsallee and
a shopping mall flaneur, and I don’t know what’s haunting me.
It’s ancient wisdom and old worries. Maybe I should spend
more time at study halls because Jewish wisdom is my biggest
comfort. I did not expect quarrels about sister wives and dead
husbands to carry so much meaning.

I’m fighting for my life to be
recognized out here

I’m not a pessimist but I still always expect the worst. Most
of the time I think about Eingedenken though and while I feel
like I might not fully understand it I can sense it. I can sense
what it means to have a loophole in time, to go back and forth
and maybe to have some spark of hope informed by Jewish
textual traditions. I’m caught in the spiraling of time and while
- as Rabbi Yehuda ben Bava says: not every person, nor every
place, nor every hour is identical. I come up with patterns and
weird connections. My identities are coming together as a Jew
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My identities
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together as a
Jew and as a
Ukrainian. As
a Ukrainian,
after all these
years, after
strengthening
my Jewish
identity
through
linking it with
the sages.
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and as a Ukrainian. As a Ukrainian, after all these years, after
strengthening my Jewish identity through linking it with the
sages. Suddenly everything feels very ancient but I also have a
pop culture appreciation moment as Lady Gaga sings: Strut it
out, walk a mile / Serve it, ancient city style / Talk it out, babble
on / Battle for your life, Babylon. I’m fighting for my life to be
recognized out here, trying to understand the Babylonian Talmud in exile, in Germany, far away from any place I can claim
my own.
I think about how it must feel to leave home and come back
to a catastrophe, to see your own city burning and in ashes,
snake infested, no body to recognize. It feels too familiar and
my stomach is in knots. I struggled and it’s a good sign to never
feel comfortable because there’s always so much work to do.
Work in repairing text, work in helping my people, work as in
actual work, work as in care. Maybe also now it is time to rest.
To take some time to write in my diary, listen to some fun pop
music, to go shopping and max out my credit card. They call
it self-care, we call it shabbat, so something seems to be off
limits. I never turn my phone off though. Chronically online
and anxious. Maybe the Sefaria app will be my time traveling
device. Maybe this is too deep and I should just take my time
and breathe. I’m stuck in the now, in a shopping mall toilet, a
hand washing ritual in today’s cistern. Yes, I feel like I’m always
here in time loops and remembrances. And I’m enjoying it, for
the most part.

Strut it out,
walk a mile
Serve it,
ancient city
style
Talk it out,
babble on
Battle for
your life,
Babylon.
Lady Gaga
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TORAH IS POETRY, SO
BE GENEROUS
To r i E g h e r m a n

Buckle up.
Cause we are going on a journey. And if you’ve ever been on a journey with me then
you know there will be detours and digressions, engine problems and potholes. We
will get lost, and when we do, we will find ourselves discovering the world’s largest ball
or twine, the gravesite of resistance fighters hidden in the dunes, or a tunnel between
worlds. #TrueStory
I have tried so long to focus my thoughts, to speak of one thing, to choose one topic,
but that is not the way my understanding of the world works. So I am letting it rip – giving you some of pathways that opened up as a result of studying Torah with Ze Kollel
and by Torah I mean what Rav Jeremy says when he says it is said that Torah is everything.

Let’s begin by placing ourselves – or myself
Many of us are swimming in Christian culture and have taken on ideas that don’t really
belong to us: binaries between faith and disbelief, good and evil, piety and impiety,
Purity and Impurity, religion and peoplehood, belonging and non-belonging.

It’s not so simple
So when Rav Lievnath made us aware of the way that Sacred and Impure and Profane
and Pure mirrored each other in Leviticus 10:10, what can I say? My mind lit up with
millions of stars, illuminating unlit pathways of the neural kind. A journey connecting
past, present, and future began. This seemingly simple observation changed my whole
relationship to the texts. Once it is seen alternate, and previously invisible places glow
like signal fires.
Leviticus 10:10

for you must distinguish between the sacred and the profane, and between the
impure and the pure;
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י׳:ויקרא י׳
ּקדׁש ּובין ַהחֹל ֵּובין ַה ָּט ֵמא ֵּובין
ֶ ּוֽ לְ ַה ְב ִּדיל בין ַה
ַה ָּט ֽהֹור׃
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Sacred to impure, profane to pure
Blessed are You, Gd, who separates the holy from the mundane.

.ֹלהינּו ֶמלֶ ְך ָהעֹולָ ם ַה ַמ ְב ִדיל ֵבין ק ֶֹדׁש לְ חֹול
ֵ ָברּוְך ַא ָתה ה’ ֱא

We’re Here
How can we women, gender-nonconforming, disabled, queer, and questioning find a
place for ourselves in Judaism? Only through poetry and interpretation, through the
reclamation of ritual, and through rising above the pain that has been caused us by
disbelief, control, and erasure.
If it wasn’t for the space that the Talmudic rabbis create through disagreement and
ambiguity and outright disobedience, there may have been no space at all for us at all.
But they opened it up, whether they meant to or not. Rav Sophie showed us this time
and time again in our study of Yevamot.

Endless Bodies of Water
Remember Rav Sheila who allowed a woman to remarry even though her husband
drowned in an endless body of water? When the other rabbis challenged him on his ruling, he admitted his mistake. Maybe he feigned misunderstanding, maybe he didn’t...
But he did not change his ruling.
The generosity of the decision remained.
Source: Yevamot 121a

And in another ruling, Rav Hasa’s wife is given permission to remarry after drowning
in an endless body of water because he never returned a goblet deposited at his house.
Because apparently a man in good standing might leave his wife and disappear, but he
would never dream of claiming another’s goblet as his own.
Oy! And you’re asking me to be generous? Sometimes I just wanna’ smack these dudes,
but I digress.
Source: Ketubot 85b:4
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Was that the Wind or was It Murder?
Even when it comes to manslaughter, the rabbis ask was it the wind, was it a convulsion? A close reading shows that there is concern than an industrial or farming accident could be misinterpreted as murder or manslaughter, requiring a perpetrator and a
punishment. As we see in Yevamot 120b:12-15:
What is the practical difference between these two considerations, that the wind or
the victim himself hastened his death? The Gemara explains: There is a practical difference between them in a case where one cut someone in a house of marble that was
closed on every side, in which there was no wind, and the victim convulsed. Alternatively, there is a difference in a case where one cut the victim outside, where there is
wind, and the victim did not convulse at all.

Is He Really Dead?
At the end of Yevamot, and after making us wonder when a woman can be trusted and
what happens when a death occurs in certain circumstances and all this other stuff,
the rabbis tell us that formal testimony isn’t the last word.

You might overhear news of a death from children, a gentile, a woman or other
person who would not be trusted in court. So even this difficult chapter, which
left many of us tearing our hair out in frustration, ends with generosity.
Along with providing us the gift an image of children burying a dead grasshopper.This imagesomehowmanagesto bridge generationsandculturesandremind
us of our shared humanity. As much as being part of an ancient culture ties us
together, so does this shared childhood bond.
Source: Yevamot 121b

Torah is Poetry
Torah is poetry. It’s fluid and dreamlike and neither demands to be left in the past nor
freeze us in untenable and oppressive relationships. Not with it, not with each other,
not with ourselves as Hebrews, Israelites, Jews.
The Torah deserves our generous readings, not our corrections, not our stinginess and
exclusion.
There are plenty of people out there interpreting Torah to oppress and control others. Let’s not contribute. The Raiser of Mountains, the Endless One, is as much ours as
those who choose to control and condemn.
It’s our task to find the generosity, to make room for the messiness of humanity. Let’s
open the spaces that dissent and discussion have given us and stake our claim in this
ancient tradition we have inherited and chosen.
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A Blessing

Blessed are You, Raiser of Mountains, who creates poetry and
interpretation, and commands us to transcend context and history
to find a path to generosity.

A Large Ball of Twine
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